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Refugees and displaced persons constitute a population whose origins are vitally connected to many of the most pressing issues confronting our world: the protection of human rights; the resolution of conflicts; the promotion of economic and institutional development; the conservation of the environment; and the management of international migration. … But beyond these implications on geopolitics, the urgency of refugee protection issues stems from the immense human suffering that inevitably accompanies refugee flight (Bemma Donkoh, *A Half a Century of International Refugee Protection: Who’s Responsible, What’s Ahead?*, 2000.)

Refugees and Internally Displaced People’s (IDPs) are extremely vulnerable to human rights abuses, particularly the lack or denial of physical and mental health care. The basic framework of refugee protection has been established and accepted worldwide for more than 50 years. Still, there is still a lack of commitment to respecting the human rights of refugees and providing adequate humanitarian assistance, including health care. Several international conventions and protocols establish the duties of states in terms of treatment of refugees. These include: the Convention Relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, the Geneva Conventions, the Statute of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 14. These documents establish international standards for governments and private organizations. They set guidelines for repatriating and assimilating refugees. The conventions and protocols create international standards.

These standards, however, are rarely enforced. The literature presented here aims to detail the problems that arise in the absence of implementation, as well as to serve refugee needs in the interim. It is organized into the following categories:

**Basic Documents**: A primer of key international laws and other centrally important documents.

**Mental Health**: Refugees are, by nature, prey to climates of violence that can deeply damage their mental health, frequently leading to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, as this literature indicates. While humanitarian aid usually focuses on the immediate physical needs of refugees like clean water, food, and shelter, it often overlooks mental health.

**Women**: Refugee women typically do not often have access to basic health care or education, including family planning, or reproductive health information. What literature that does exist on this topic draws attention to the dearth of resources for women refugees, and calls attention to the immediate need for action by the international community.

**Children**: Juvenile refugees are often targets of physical and sexual abuse, and hazardous labor conditions. Unfortunately there is usually nowhere for them to turn for help in these extreme situations. The literature represented here addresses the practical dimensions of these problems.

**Africa**: Africa is of special interest because its many wars, political instability, and natural disasters have created very high numbers of refugees and internally displaced people. Financial crises in most African states render them incapable of adequately addressing this problem.
International Law: International law, treaties, and norms are key aspects of protecting the rights of refugees. Sadly, the international community and individual states do not always respond to refugees with these instruments in mind. Humanitarian intervention is an important issue in terms of international law: Who is responsible to provide assistance for refugees? What are they responsible for? What is the best way to provide relief services like health care, food, clean water, and shelter? How can refugees best be protected? What can be done if there are few resources or finances? All of these are crucial questions which must be addressed before we are able to create a better future for refugees.

Africa

The chaos, violence and repression of the last 20 years has led African states to adopt restrictive closed-door refugee policies. Widespread political instability, resource deprivation, increased militarism. One of the most poignant examples was the Rwandan refugee crises of 1994 which led to millions of refugees who had nowhere to turn for protection and aid. Through all this, the health of refugees in Africa is often an afterthought for most African governments.


Focuses on how war has affected the health, education and economic conditions for Mozambican refugees still living in refugee camps. It gives special focus to the situation of these refugees in South Africa, Zambia, Tanzania and Swaziland. It also considers the prospects for repatriation and return.


Brinkman addresses the lack of ethnic identity in refugees from southeastern Angola. She explains that eschewing ethnic identity is a coping mechanism for dealing with discrimination. Refugees use this tool in order to blend into society and avoid being negative attention.


This article discusses the approach to health services provision for Sudanese refugees in the Arua, Moyo, and Adjumani districts in Northern Uganda.

Abstract: The first part of the paper examines the ideological, economic and political underpinnings of German-British attitudes towards immigrants with a view towards understanding continuity and change in Tanzania’s refugee hosting policy. Indications are provided as to which of these tendencies were transformed and which carried over in the asylum and refugee policy of the postcolonial state.


Addresses the problem of urban refugees in Sudan, and how they require a different type and delivery of aid than do rural refugees. It should be the goal of both the host government, in this case Sudan, to allow refugees to participate both socially and economically in order to lead happy and productive lives and to enrich the quality of life in the city as a whole.


Basic Documents

Children

Refugee children are especially insecure during periods of armed conflict. They are likely to be denied fundamental rights like those to education and health care in spite of the special attention and care they require in order to ensure a stable future. The literature represented here reflects these problems, as well as practical responses to them.


Crisp, Jeff, Daiana Cipollone; and Christopher Talbot (eds.). 2001. Learning for a Future: Refugee Education in Developing Countries. Geneva: UNHCR.


Abstract: This paper extends the work done in previous reviews by discussing the most recent empirical studies of pathology and services among refugees and by describing unique populations of child and adolescent refugees.


This report details how the plight of refugee children has been ignored by the international community. In particular, it focuses on how children refugees are susceptible to hazardous labor, physical and sexual abuse, and the denial of education and health care. It also mentions how policies form the Convention on the Rights of the Child have not been implemented.

**International Law**

An important avenue to the protection of refugees are treaties such as the 1951 Convention on the Protection of Refugees, implemented by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. However, in actual fact this convention and others like it often do not wield considerable force. The responsibility for the millions of refugees and internally displaced people around the world often seems to evade any particular institution or state. The literature on international law explores why there is a lack of political will to protect refugees and what can legally be done about it.


This article explores the linkage between human rights abuses, forcible displacement of populations, local and regional governments, and international security. Loescher and Dowty explain that early action is needed in response to refugee crises because, among other reasons, it
is less costly. Additionally, their work focuses on how political and diplomatic initiatives, humanitarian assistance, human rights monitoring, and strengthening of democratic institutions are instrumental to dealing with or avoiding refugee situations.


Feller addresses the UNCHR’s refugee protection challenges: dealing with en masse in flux situations, problems with legal instruments, and the realization of durable solutions. This article emphasizes that refugee protection is a universal necessity that is binding under the 1951 convention on refugee protection. It also speaks to the question of whether refugee protection should be considered an act of charity or an obligation.


Fitzpatrick contemplates the under use of temporary protection measures like the 1951 Refugee Convention in cases such as the conflict in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo. She further addresses challenges to temporary protection and who is responsible for temporarily protecting the rights of refugees.


A report on the London Declaration of International Law Principles on Internally Displaced Persons, which was approved July 25-29, 2000 by the International Law Association. This declaration is concerned with the ability of IDP’s to request and receive humanitarian assistance and protection, both regionally and internationally. Importantly, the report also highlights the idea that countries of origin are also responsible for IDP’s. Overall, this document widens responsibility and concern for IDP’s to humanitarian law, human rights law, and general international law.


Explores the legal and ethical obligations of the UNHCR, the protection of refugees, the role of NGO’s, gender-based violence. It pays special attention to the regions of Palestine, Europe, Tanzania, Rwanda, and East Africa.


**Mental Health**

The invisible wounds that refugees suffer as a result of violence, persecution, homelessness and invisibility create long term and often debilitating effects. Psychiatric disorders, like Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, mental exhaustion and chronic fatigue syndrome effect many refugees. These disorders greatly affect the long-term quality of life for refugees. The types of mental health problems refugees often develop and the treatment they require is a highly researched field of study. A large amount of what follows here focuses on Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and its effects on refugees.


_Rethinking the Trauma of War_ focuses on Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and how it affects survivors of disasters including war. PTSD has been studied primarily and extensively by Western doctors, and continues to be treated through a Western framework. This book examines the possible problems that arise from using a western idea of trauma and PTSD to treat non-western patients. It concludes with ideas of more appropriate and efficient ways to handle the victims of traumatic experiences.


Abstract: *This text examines the public mental health aspects of humanitarian and political emergencies. The goal is to help agencies and officers of government and non-government and international organization set up community mental health and psychological services. Excerpt from Book News Inc.*


The primary aim of this study was to examine the relationship between frequency of use and PTSD afflicted asylum seekers in the Netherlands. Participants were male adult asylum seekers originating from Asian and African countries.

Fernandez, WG; S. Galea; J. Ahern; S. Sisco; R.J. Waldman; B. Koci; and D. Vlahov. 2004. “Mental Health Status among Ethnic Albanians Seeking Medical Care in Emergency Department Two Years After War in Kosovo: A Pilot Project.” *Annals of Emergency Medicine* E1 (8).


This article studies the well-being of South East Asian refugees in Canada. The authors study the relationship between refugees’ experience of racial discrimination and their level of depression. The authors also study the experience of refugees that confront discrimination, and how individual levels of ethnic identification effects the relationship between depression and racial discrimination. One important conclusion of the article is that strong ethnic identification many increase the likelihood of depression in the face of racial discrimination.


**Other Sources**


This research is concerned with the rates of upper respiratory tract diseases at the Ama’ri camp, which has a total population 4,046. It was found that the high prevalence of upper respiratory tract diseases is related to the poor housing conditions that are common to most refugee camps. Over-crowding, poor ventilation, high amounts of dust and smoke, burning of biomass fuel, and poor lighting all contribute to these conditions.


Byman, Daniel; Ian Lesser; Bruce Pirnir; Cheryl Benard; and Matthew Waxman. 2000. Strengthening the Partnership: Improving Military Coordination with Relief Agencies and Allies in Humanitarian Operations. RAND.


This edited volume assesses the moral, legal, and political effects of humanitarian assistance. Covering a variety of areas including Sudan, Afghanistan, and Central Africa, the authors focus on the importance of humanitarian assistance in the face of global change and governmental collapse.


Gagnon, Anita; Lisa Merry; Cathlyn Robinson; Maureen Lynch; Michelle Lowry; Anthony H. Richmond; and MacDonald E. Ighodaro. 2002. “Population Displacements: Causes and Consequences.” Refuge 21(1): 2-60.


This work focuses on what developing countries can do to successfully reconstruct political, social and economic institutions after armed conflict. Case studies on South Africa, Sri Lanka, Angola, Afghanistan, Cambodia, and Mozambique feature such issues as: refugees and the role of aid, community-led recovery and the special status of women and children in the recovery process.
www.hrw.org/reports/2003/kenyugan1002%20ap%20alter-17.htm


This article speaks to the problem of protecting non-combatants during times of war, attending in particular to the recent pattern of targeting civilians during war. This problem is exposed in moral terms, from a historical approach, and from an international law approach. The author pays points to the conflicts in Yugoslavia and Rwanda-Zaire as examples of this troubling phenomena.


Kemp and Rasbridge examine the many challenges to providing healthcare for dispossessed people in the developed and underdeveloped world. Of universal interest are infectious diseases, mental health, and spiritual and traditional beliefs.


Describes the knowledge, skills, and attributes needed to provide quality primary healthcare and special services, with full integration into normal and general practice as the goal by National Health Service- Great Britain


Explains how local responses to humanitarian emergencies could worsen crises by diverting aid to finance activities that don’t benefit the neediest people. It also argues that the international community and local agencies must work together in order to make the distribution and implementation of aid most effective.


The humanitarian refugee crisis in Afghanistan and other conflict areas has a broader worldwide impact and urgently need to be addressed. Neighboring countries, the UNHCR, and donor governments all needs to work together in order to adequately redress these problem areas. This article ultimately calls for the opening of borders to refugees in spite of security issues and to separate armed elements from non-combatant refugees.

This report details American Red Cross relief programs work in the United States. This well known charity provides support in primary health care, bringing in food assistance, secures water supplies, and helping refugees and the displaced find or contact lost family members. Explains how many relief programs are currently over burdened, under financed, and under staffed. The report gives a good statistical overview of these activities.


Taipale presents approximately 70 essays on the effects of war on the health of civilian populations, examining in particular the efforts of national governments, NGO’s, and inter-governmental bodies on preventing and coping with the humanitarian effects of war. Overall, the text focuses on the effects of different weapons on health, especially vulnerable groups, environmental impacts, and how social structures affect war.


This report is based on interviews with 112 refugees in the camps in the Jhapa and Morang districts of southeastern Nepal during March and April 2003. It describes the experience of Bhutanese women living for a decade as refugees in Nepal. During this time, they have endured discrimination, rape, sexual assault, polygamy, trafficking, and domestic violence. HRW faults the UNHCR and the government of Nepal of for not protecting the rights of these refugees.


This annual report documents UNFPA’s diverse efforts as the world’s largest multilateral source of population funding, condoms and other reproductive health commodities.


This book gives a nice variety of different viewpoints and opinions on aspects of health, migration, and return. It outlines the different approaches to this issue and debates them in a straightforward manner.


Abstract: The purpose of this report is to provide an understanding of the condition of the Rohingya refugees now and over the past decade. The report will first look briefly as the past, providing a short history of the Rohingya Muslim group and reasons for their flight from Myanmar.
Women

Violence towards refugee women is too frequently tolerated, rarely investigated and seldom punished. Victims of abuse rarely have a viable legal institution to turn to for justice. Not only are refugee women vulnerable to abuse, they are also vulnerable to hazardous working conditions and a lack of reproductive health care or family planning education. What basic health care does exist does not always include pre- and post-natal care. This dearth of comprehensive care leaves women to suffer complications in childbirth, child rearing, and illness alone. There is a vast amount of literature that addresses the vulnerable nature of refugee women and speaks to the urgent need for action both regionally and internationally.


This article focuses on the role of the U.N. and NGO’s in the struggle to enforce international laws to protect the reproductive rights of refugees and IDPs. It uses the Refugee Convention and Protocol to lay out how best refugee reproductive health can be protected. It also focuses on areas that are deficient and need to be developed in terms of protections for refugee health.


This article explains how the extreme instability of the lives of refugees hinders their access to health care. It examines various refugee programs in motherhood, family planning, sexual violence, and STDs. It also describes the successes, failures, and challenges to programs aimed at improving reproductive health care for refugees.


Addresses potential risks for pregnant women in Sierra Leone. The risks include: civil war and life in refugee camps. It also focuses on the need to mix traditional medical practices, including midwives, with biomedical health systems. The authors claim that a mix of practices will increase health benefits for pregant women in refugee camps.


An empirical study aimed at understanding how the reproductive health problems of refugee women differ from women in settled populations. This article focuses on fertility, family planning, safe motherhood, and STDs including HIV.


This article examines how refugee reproductive health emerged as a field, and what factors have contributed to its limited growth. Two important areas of focus are how political conflict leads to long-term emergency refugee situations, and on the comparative vulnerability of women and children. The authors argue for creating institutional mechanisms to protect refugees against these threats.


The authors are concerned with the problems and challenges women face during and after armed conflict. They note that under such circumstances women refugees typically search for independence and solidarity. However, these efforts are complicated by patriarchal patterns of gender relations and peace building.